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ABSTRACT Concentration polarization, the accumulation of retained solute next
to an ultraffitering membrane, elevates osmotic pressure above that which would
exist in the absence of polarization. For ultrafiltration in a cylindrical tube, use of
the radially averaged solute concentration results in an underestimate of osmotic
pressure, yielding an effective hydraulic permeability (k) less than the actual mem-
brane hydraulic permeability (ki). The extent to which k and km might differ in an
ultraffitering capillary has been examined theoretically by solution of the momen-
tum and species transport equations for idealized capillaries with and without
erythrocytes. For diameters, flow velocities, protein concentrations and diffusiv-
ities, and ultrafiltration pressures representative of the rat glomerular capillary
network, results indicate that the effects of polarization are substantial without
erythrocytes (k/km = 0.7) and persist, but to a lesser extent, with erythrocytes
(k/km = 0.9), the reduction in polarization in the latter case being due to en-
hanced plasma mixing. In accord with recent experimental findings in rats, k is
found to be relatively insensitive to changes in glomerular plasma flow rate.
INTRODUCTION
Ultrafiltration and reverse osmosis both involve the use of an applied pressure to
cause solvent flow through a semipermeable membrane in a direction opposite to
normal osmotic flow. Whether the solutes retained by the membrane are macro-
molecules (e.g., proteins) as in ultrafiltration, or smaller solutes (e.g., NaCI) as in
reverse osmosis, the rate of fluid exchange is governed by the transmembrane
hydraulic and osmotic pressure differences:
Vw =tm(AP AT) (1)
In Eq. 1, which holds for an ideal semipermeable membrane, V.4, is the transmem-
brane fluid flux, km is the membrane hydraulic permeability, and AP and Air are the
transmembrane hydraulic and osmotic pressure differences, respectively. In capil-
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laries, where ultrafiltration is also governed by Eq. 1, Alr is the colloid osmotic pres-
sure of the plasma proteins.
A problem commonly encountered in the operation of commercial ultrafiltration
and reverse osmosis systems is the accumulation of retained solutes next to the
semipermeable membrane. This phenomenon, known as "concentration polariza-
tion," results from solute being transported to the membrane by bulk motion of
the fluid. The solute concentration at the membrane increases until, in the steady
state, the rate of solute diffusion away from the membrane equals the rate of con-
vective transport toward it. Concentration polarization may reduce the efficiency
of the separation process by (a) lowering the solvent flux due to increased osmotic
pressure (which depends on the solute concentration only at the membrane), (b)
increasing solute concentration in the filtrate (if solute rejection by the membrane
is incomplete), or both. It is of interest, because of the demonstrated importance of
concentration polarization in nonbiological ultrafiltration and reverse osmosis
systems, to determine whether this phenomenon plays a significant part in governing
transcapillary fluid exchange rates.
Concentration polarization in the microcirculation is most likely to be en-
countered where ultrafiltration rates are highest, as in the renal glomerular capil-
laries (1). Recent experimental advances have allowed glomerular ultrafiltration to
be characterized in single mammalian nephrons by measurement of hydraulic and
colloid osmotic pressures, and flow rates in a variety of physiological and patho-
physiological states (2-8). A one-dimensional model of glomerular ultrafiltration
(9), in which protein concentration is a function only of axial distance along an
idealized capillary, has been employed in the interpretation of these experimental
results (3-8). Since, as was pointed out in a recent review (1), this model does not
allow for radial concentration gradients within a capillary, its use to compute
glomerular hydraulic permeability from experimental data in the rat (5, 8) gives an
"effective" value which reflects not only the resistance offered by the glomerular
capillary wall but also the mass transfer resistance due to polarization. Hence, the
effective hydraulic permeability (k) should be less than the true membrane perme-
ability (ki), the difference between k and km depending on the amount of polariza-
tion actually present.
In certain ultrafiltration systems the retained macromolecules may be concen-
trated sufficiently to exceed the solubility limit and thereby form a gel structure on
the membrane surface, creating in effect an additional membrane barrier (10).
This may be a serious problem because, ultimately, a point may be reached where
further increases in applied pressure do not increase the solvent flux, but only add
proportionately to the gel thickness or density (10). It is apparent from the meas-
ured values of AP in glomerular capillaries (2-8) that intracapillary protein concen-
tration cannot exceed approximately 10 g/100 ml (compared with the systemic
value of 6 g/100 ml) without cessation of ultrafiltration. Since the solubility limit
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for serum albumin has been measured to be 58.5 g/100 ml (11), gel formation is
unlikely to be a factor in glomerular ultrafiltration. Nevertheless, the ratio k/km
may be substantially less than unity. Estimation of the probable value of k/km in a
glomerular capillary requires that an analysis be made of the convection and diffu-
sion of protein within such a capillary.
Kozinski and Lightfoot (11, 12) have studied concentration polarization in pro-
tein ultrafiltration with a view toward prediction of the onset of gel formation, and
in an effort to develop mass transfer correlations for the design of ultrafiltration
systems. Their analyses, however, employ boundary layer approximations not
applicable to the low Reynolds number flow in a capillary. The numerous analyses
of polarization in reverse osmosis systems, reviewed recently by Gill et al. (13), do
not take into account a number of features peculiar to protein ultrafiltration, in-
cluding the highly nonlinear dependence of osmotic pressure on protein concentra-
tion.' An additional unique feature of protein ultrafiltration in capillaries is the
two-phase nature of capillary blood flow (plasma and erythrocytes). Thus, while
polarization has been examined extensively, the available analyses are not readily
applicable to the present problem of estimating k/km in a capillary.
Two idealized, steady flow models of capillary ultrafiltration will be utilized in this
study to examine the possible effects of concentration polarization. In the first of
these, the "bolus" model, segments of plasma are assumed to be trapped between
successive erythrocytes, which are modeled as discs of the same diameter as the
capillary. This idealization, first suggested by Prothero and Burton (14), has been
used several times as a model of blood flow in narrow capillaries (15-18). Of im-
portance, transcapillary fluid exchange was assumed to be zero (15-18). The second
case to be considered, the "tube" model, neglects the presence of red blood cells
and therefore, by comparison with the bolus model, allows estimation of the degree
to which plasma motion induced by red cells might influence the amount of polari-
zation. The results indicate that the modest extent of polarization predicted for
glomerular capillaries is sufficient to yield k/km values appreciably less than one
under some circumstances, but that this effect is minimized by the presence of
erythrocytes.
LIST OF SYMBOLS
al, a2 Empirical constants in Eq. 9, mm Hg/(g/100 ml) and mm Hg/(g/100 M1)2, respec-
tively.
Al, A2 Dimensionless osmotic pressure coefficients, aiCo/AP and a2CO2/AP, respectively.
bl, b2 Dimensionless parameters, AP/alCo and a2Co/al, respectively.
,6 Dimensionless erythrocyte spacing in bolus model.
c Dimensionless protein concentration, C/Co.
1 Kozinski and Lightfoot (11, 12) considered, in addition to a nonlinear osmotic pressure, variations
in viscosity and diffusivity with protein concentration. These properties will be considered constant
in the present study, because of the limited range of protein concentrations encountered in capillaries.
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C Protein concentration, g/100 ml.
D Protein diffusivity, cm2/s.
062 1 02 \
+ -z2 operator.Or-or 0lz/
k Effective hydraulic permeability, cm/(s.mmrHg).
km Membrane hydraulic permeability, cm/(s-mm Hg).
L Length of idealized capillary, cm.
A Fluid viscosity, g/(cm. s).
AP Transmembrane hydraulic pressure difference, mmWHg.
Pe Peclet number, UoR/D.
Pew Wall Peclet number, VwOR/D.
Ar Transmembrane colloid osmotic pressure difference, mm Hg.
Defined by Eq. 27.
Stream function, defined by Eq. 11.
r Dimensionless radial distance (O < r < 1).
R Radius of idealized capillary, cm.
p Density of plasma, g/cml.
Re Reynolds number, pUoR/,u.
t Dimensionless time (characteristic time = R/Uo).
o Extent of concentration polarization, Eq. 28.
u Dimensionless axial velocity, U/Uo .
U Axial velocity, cm/s.
v Dimensionless radial velocity, V/Uo.
V Radial velocity, cm/s.
x Dimensionless axial distance from tube inlet (O < x7< L/R).
z Dimensionless axial coordinate in plasma segment between erythrocytes (O <
z< ).
Superscripts
Mean value.
Transformed variable.
Subscripts
0 Initial or initial mean value.
w Value at capillary wall, r = 1.
MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Bolus Flow
When the diameter of a capillary is smaller than that of a red cell, plasma is essen-
tially trapped between successive red cells. The bolus flow model idealizes this situa-
tion by treating the red cells as solid plugs around which there is negligible plasma
leakage. The geometry corresponding to the bolus model is shown in Fig. 1, in which
two red cells in a cylindrical capillary are separated by a plasma space of dimension-
less length ,3, which has been normalized by R, the capillary radius. In a coordinate
system in which red cell 1 is considered to be stationary, the capillary wall is in
motion with dimensionless velocity u., normalized with respect to the initial wall
velocity, Uo . The radial (r) and axial (z) coordinates originate on the tube center-
line at red cell 1, as shown. The unique feature of the present problem is that as
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FIGURE 1 Coordinate system for bolus flow model.
FIGURE 2 Radial concentration proffle as a function of axial distance (x) for tube flow
model (Pe = 50, Pe L= 0.301, b 3 .58, ba .08).
fluid is lost from the plasma space by ultrafiltration, the red cells decelerate and ap-
proach one another (that is, u,. and # decrease). Thus, red cell 2 moves with velocity
d,B/dt with respect to red cell 1. In this reference frame the dimensionless time
coordinate (t), normalized with R/UO, is related to the "macroscopic" distance (x)
the cells move along the capillary:
x = f u1, dt', (2)
where the distance x is measured from the beginning of the permeable capillary.
The quantities ,B, d3/dt, and u. are in general all functions of t.
In this analysis of concentration polarization, it is necessary to solve three inter-
related sets of equations: (a) those expressing conservation of protein at a point
(species transport), (b) those dealing with the fluid motion (momentum transport),
and (c) the overall balance (macroscopic) equations for fluid volume, protein, and
erythrocytes.
The species transport equation for a system without chemical reaction, in dimen-
sionless form, is (19):
e c + ucd cl a2c I ldc a2c
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where c is the protein concentration (normalized by Co, the systemic protein con-
centration), u is the axial (z) and v the radial (r) component of velocity, Pe is the
Pclet number (UoR/D), and D is the protein diffusivity. Note that the time-de-
pendent and convective transport terms are on the left side of Eq. 3, while the
diffusive terms appear on the right. Since the dimensionless variables have been
defined so that their magnitudes are presumed to be of ordre unity (abbreviated
0[1]), and since Pe multiplies the convective terms, the value of Pe is a mea-
sure of the relative importance of convective and diffusive transport of protein. For
the protein concentrations of interest, the diffusivity of serum albumin (at 37°C) can
be estimated from the data of Keller et al. (20) to be some 7 X 10-7 cm2/s. As-
suming D, the effective diffusivity for the mixture of albumin and globulins in
plasma, to be similar to this value, and estimating Uo and R to be approximately
10-' cm/s and 4 X 10-4 cm, respectively, Pe is approximately 50 for protein in a
capillary. It may be expected, therefore, that the fluid motion will have an appre-
ciable effect on the distribution of protein within the plasma.
The initial and boundary conditions corresponding to Eq. 3 for the bolus prob-
lem shown in Fig. 1 are:
c = 1 at t =0, (4)
ac/lz = 0 at z =0, (t), (5)
ac/lr=Oatr=0, (6)
ac/dr = Pe vc atr= 1. (7)
Eq. 4 expresses the assumption of uniform concentration at the instant ultrafiltra-
tion begins, while Eqs. 5-7 specify no net flux of protein across any of the bound-
aries. The radial velocity at the permeable wall, v. , is given by a dimensionless form
of Eq. 1:
VW= Pe~(b-cbo2Pe bl-Ib2 (8 )
where Pew = Vw,oR/D, Vwo1 = km(AP - aCo -a2CO2) (the dimensional ultrafiltra-
tion flux at t = 0), bi = AP/ajCo, and b2 = a2CO/al. The constants al and a2
arise from an empirical equation giving Ar in terms of Cw (dimensional):
Ar = a,Cw + a2C 2. (9)
For Cw between 4 and 10 g/100 ml, a, = 1.629 mm Hg/(g/100 ml) and a2 = 0.2935
mm Hg/(g/100 ml)2 (9, 21). Eq. 7, written in terms of the dimensionless parameters
Pew, b,, and b2, becomes:
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Oc AO b___c__ _2
Tr = a (bi-l-b-2 c at r=l. (10)
For simplicity it has been assumed in Eqs. 8 and 10 that the axial pressure drop
along a capillary is small enough that AP may be regarded as constant. As dis-
cussed elsewhere (3, 7), this assumption is adequate for glomerular capillaries.
The terms involving u and v in Eq. 3 require knowledge of the velocity field.
Plasma is to good approximation a Newtonian fluid with constant viscosity (,u)
and density (p), so that the Navier-Stokes equations are applicable. Just as Eq. 3
represents a balance between convective and diffusive terms in solute transport, the
Navier-Stokes equations represent a balance among inertial terms, viscous terms,
and pressure gradients in the transport of momentum. The Reynolds number,
Re = RUop/p, indicates the relative importance of inertial and viscous terms.
Since the characteristic velocity (Uo), kinematic viscosity (i./p), and radius (R)
for capillary plasma flow are of the order of 10-1 cm/s, 10-2 cm2/s, and 10-4 cm, re-
spectively, Re is approximately 10- and the inertial terms may be neglected (22).
In addition to this simplification, it is convenient to utilize the stream function,
4,(r, z), which has the property that the velocity vectors are everywhere tangent to
lines of constant 4,. The stream function is related to the velocity components as
follows:
u = -(l/r)(04,/0r), v = (l/r)(04,/Oz). (11)
With this definition of 4,, the equations of motion and continuity take the simple
form:
E4 = 0, (12)
where E2 = (02/Cd2) - (l/r)(c/dr) + (02/0z2). Application of the usual no-slip
and symmetry conditions for the velocities, together with the ultrafiltration flux
equation at the permeable wall, yields the following boundary conditions for 4,:
4, = 0, (4,/caz) = Oat z = 0, (13)
4, = - (r2/2)(d#/dt), (a0,/az) = 0 at z = ,8(t), (14)
4, = 0, (l1r)(04,1/Or) = 02*/ar2 at r = 0, (15)
04/cr = u. , (04,/clz) = vw at r = 1. (16)
For dO3/dt and vw both zero, Eqs. 13-16 reduce to the boundary conditions corre-
sponding to no ultrafiltration (18). It is important to note that with vanishingly
small Reynolds number, as in the present problem, t does not appear as an inde-
pendent variable in the momentum equations (see Eq. 12). Consequently, these
very low Re flows adjust almost instantaneously to changes in the boundary condi-
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tions. The present problem is made time dependent by Eqs. 14 and 16, boundary
conditions in which ,B, dj3/dt, v. , and u, all vary slowly with t.
The equations for protein concentration and fluid velocity in the plasma seg-
ment have now been specified. Variations in the wall velocity (u,) and red cell
spacing (,B) remain to be determined by macroscopic balances. The first of these
relates the mean ultrafiltration velocity (v%) to the relative velocity of the red cells
(d13/dt):
dB3/dt =
-2i3vw, B(0) =- o, (17)
where P. is defined as:
VW = f v., dz. (18)
Since it is assumed that no protein is lost through the capillary wall and that the
same number of erythrocytes leave the capillary per unit time as enter it, the fol-
lowing relations hold:
u_Wt= l/e(t) = 13(t)/O10. (19)
The mean protein concentration (e) is defined as:
e= 2 f cr dr dz. (20)
As ultrafiltration proceeds, ,B decreases (Eq. 17), and therefore c increases and u.,
decreases (Eq. 19).
The species transport and momentum equations are coupled through the convec-
tive terms in Eq. 3 and the velocity boundary condition at the permeable wall, Eq.
16. In addition, two of the boundaries are moving with velocities which are func-
tions of time, given by Eqs. 17 and 19. The numerical solution of these equations
is described in the Appendix.2
Tube Flow
Solution of the equations for species and momentum transport in an ultrafiltering
tube without red cells is relatively straightforward. The usual stationary coordinate
system will be employed here, with the coordinate x again denoting axial distance
measured from the entrance to the ultrafiltering tube. The other symbols will like-
wise remain unchanged. The steady-state species transport equation applicable to
tube flow for high Pe is:
[lc Ocl a2c IlOcPe u
-c + v d=rd + r- T. (21)
2 Copies of the Appendix are available from the authors.
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The axial diffusion term, 32c/0x2, is O(Pe-2) and has therefore been neglected (23).
The boundary conditions at r = 0 and r = 1 are given again by Eqs. 6 and 10, and
the inlet condition (corresponding to Eq. 4) is:
c=latx=0. (22)
The solution to Eq. 21 is facilitated by the fact that explicit formulas for the
velocity components, u and v, may be obtained:
u = 2ui(l - r2), (23)
v = vtr(2 -r2), (24)
iu = 1-21 VW dx'. (25)
Eqs. 23 and 24 are valid for small Re, small Pew/Pe, and long tubes, conditions
fulfilled in the present problem. The derivation of Eqs. 23 and 24, together with a
description of the numerical solution to Eq. 21, may be found in the Appendix.2
Using a different method of derivation, Kozinski et al. (24) obtained velocity pro-
files similar to Eqs. 23 and 24.
Calculation of Effective Hydraulic Permeability
The effective hydraulic permeability (k) is defined using a recently described model
of glomerular ultrafiltration (9), in which protein concentration is a function only
of the axial distance coordinate (x), and in which concentration polarization is
therefore neglected. To allow comparison with the bolus flow and tube flow models,
this one-dimensional model will be applied here to a single idealized capillary, with
AP assumed to be constant. The solution to the diflerential equation expressing
conservation of fluid and protein for the one-dimensional model, evaluated at the
end of the capillary (x = LIR), is (9):
2 1-A1l-A2- 2|'
+ (A12+2A2 +4A2+ AI+2A2k2 2kAP(L) (26)
2A12+4A2 A1-+4A2-Al-2A2 U R
where A1 = alCo/AP, A2 = a2CO2/AP, and LIR is the ratio of capillary length to
radius. p is a function of the amount of fluid filtered:
I=l/ (tube flow)
= 1/u, (bolus flow) (27)
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For given sets of input parameters, 4 is calculated from either the bolus model or
tube flow model, allowing determination of k from Eq. 26. Comparison of this
value of k with the value of km assumed as an input parameter in the polarization
calculations provides a sensitive estimate of the effect of concentration polariza-
tion on this ultrafiltration process. It must hold that k/km < 1, equality between
k and km occurring only in the ideal case where diffusion is so rapid as to prevent
the establishment of radial concentration gradients.
RESULTS
Range of Parameters
Both polarization models involve the dimensionless parameters Pe, Pe., b1, and
b2, while in addition, the bolus model requires specification of the initial cell spac-
ing, Po . The ranges of these parameters to be considered are shown in Table I, to-
gether with the corresponding dimensional quantities. Flow velocities and dimen-
sions of single glomerular capillaries, not yet measured in vivo, have been assumed
to be similar to those found in extrarenal capillaries (25-28). The value in Table I
for Co , the afferent arteriolar or systemic protein concentration, is typical of that
measured in the rat (2-6, 8). The membrane hydraulic permeability, ki , was taken
to equal the effective permeability previously calculated from micropuncture data
(5, 8), while AP was chosen to bracket the range of pressures observed in the rat
between normal (2-4, 6, 8) and very high (5, 8) glomerular plasma flow rates.
The range for Po was selected arbitrarily. In addition to the quantities in Table I, a
fixed aspect ratio of LIR = 25 was used for comparison of the bolus and tube flow
models, corresponding to a capillary length (L) roughly equivalent to glomerular
diameter in the rat (29). The exact value assumed for LIR wil be seen to have little
effect on the results obtained for k/km .
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF PARAMETERS USED IN
CALCULATIONS
Dimensional quantities
RID 200-1,000 s/cm
UO 0.05-0.12 cm/s
tIP 35.0-49.7 mm Hg
Co 6.0 g/100 ml
km 4.1 X 10-6 cm/(s.mm Hg)
Dimensionless quantities
Pe 10-120
Pee. 0.120-1.20
bi 3.58-5.08
b2 1.08
Po 0.50-2.0
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Extent of Concentration Polarization
Concentration profiles for the tube flow model will be considered first. Fig. 2 shows
radial concentration profiles at several positions along an ultrafiltering tube for
intermediate values of the parameters in Table I. At any axial position, the protein
concentration at the wall (r = 1) is greater than at the centerline (r = 0), as re-
quired by the balance between convective transport of protein toward the wall and
diffusion away from it. At any radial position, the concentration increases with
axial distance (x), a result of the cumulative removal of ultrafiltrate. The progres-
sive increase in the concentration at the wall with x diminishes the ultrafiltration
rate by increasing the osmotic pressure, and thereby decreases the radial concen-
tration gradient at the wall (Eq. 10) as x becomes large. This gradient would vanish
if ultrafiltration were allowed to proceed until Ar = AP. Larger values of Pew than
in Fig. 2 increase the radial concentration gradients and smaller values of Pe. re-
duce them, but the qualitative behavior of the concentration profiles is similar.
The distribution of protein concentration in the bolus model may be understood
by first considering the nature of the fluid motion. Typical streamlines tracing the
motion of fluid elements at a given instant (t = 10) are shown in Fig. 3. Note that
from the definition of ,6 in Eq. 11, fluid velocity is greatest when the streamlines are
spaced most closely. The left and right panels are for 80 = 1.0 and,o = 0.5, re-
spectively, with all other parameters the same. In both cases the translation of the
capillary wall (lower boundary) from right to left causes a clockwise circulation,
shown by the closed streamlines. The vortex center is near r = 0.8 for 3oo = 1.0 and
r = 0.9 for,o = 0.5. In addition, there are streamlines which originate at the sur-
face of red cell 2 (right boundary in both cases) and terminate at the capillary wall,
indicating that red cell 2 is being displaced toward red cell 1 (the latter assumed to
be stationary) as a result of fluid loss by ultrafiltration. The most striking difference
between the two flow patterns in Fig. 3 is in the size of the vortices, the closed
streamline region occupying essentially the whole cross section for Oo = 1.0 but
only slightly more than half for go = 0.5. It is interesting to note that for IBo = 0.5
and no fluid loss, a second vortex is found near the tube centerline (18), but that
this weaker vortex is eliminated by a small amount of ultraffitration (Fig. 3, right).
Comparison of the streamline patterns in Fig. 3 leads one to expect that the fluid
motion in the jo = 1.0 case will be more effective in transporting protein away from
the wall than for io = 0.5. Thus, it is reasonable to expect more concentration
polarization for 3o = 0.5 than for 0B = 1.0, all other parameters the same.
Fig. 4 shows lines of constant concentration corresponding to the streamlines
in Fig. 3. Concentrations adjacent to the capillary wall (lower boundary) are, of
course, greater than those at the axis (upper boundary). Furthermore, as protein is
convected from right to left along the wall, concentration increases until a maxi-
mum is reached at r = 1, z = 0. In the tube flow case, small radial velocities are
always directed toward the wall, and transport of protein away from the wall can
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FIGURE 3 Bolus model streamlines for two different initial cell spacings at t = 10 (x =
9.5). , = 0.905 (left) and 0.454 (right), Pe = 50, Pe,w, = 0.301, b1 = 3.58, and b2 = 1.08.
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FIouRE 4 Bolus model concentration lines for two different initial cell spacings. Parame-
ters are given in legend to Fig. 3.
therefore occur only by diffusion. This contrasts with the situation shown in Figs.
3 and 4 for the bolus model, in which the vortex motion augments diffusive trans-
port near z = 0, the region where the flow turns away from the wall, while it opposes
diffusion near z = ,. The interaction between convection and diffusion of protein
can be further appreciated by realizing that, in the absence of any circulation within
the bolus, protein concentration would be independent of z. That is, if u,, = 0,
lines of constant concentration would be straight lines parallel to the tube wall
(concentric cylinders in three dimensions). This pattern is approximated only by
the c = 1.06 and 1.08 lines for go = 0.5 (right panel of Fig. 4), which are in a region
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of relatively stagnant fluid (compare with Fig. 3). Despite values of Pe of the order
of 100 in this study, no substantial "core" region was found in which diffusion was
essentially negligible and in which lines of constant concentration corresponded to
streamlines, in contrast with studies of related closed streamline flows (30, 31).
This behavior may be attributed to the time dependence of the concentration field
in the present problem, and the fact that the only steady state which may be achieved
is the trivial case of uniform concentration at large t, when Air closely approaches
AP and ultrafiltration effectively ceases.
Fig. 4 indicates that there is less concentration polarization for f3o = 1.0 than
for B3o = 0.5, in accordance with what would be expected from the streamlines in
Fig. 3. Streamlines and concentration lines for g3o = 2.0, not shown, are qualitatively
similar to those for go = 1.0, and indicate even less polarization for this larger cell
spacing. For purposes of comparison, it is useful to define a quantity (0) which
measures the extent of concentration polarization at any point along the capillary:
0 = (cW/c) - 1. (28)
For the tube flow model, c, is the wall concentration and c is the radial average
concentration at a given point x. To obtain 0(x) for the bolus flow model, c is cal-
culated from Eq. 20, and c,, is found by averaging c(l, z) from z = 0 to z = #.
Note that 0 > 0, equality holding only in the absence of polarization. For both
polarization models 0 initially equals 0, increases to a maximum after a short dis-
tance (typically near x = 5), and then gradually declines. In other words, there is
net accumulation of protein at the wall for small values of x, where ultrafiltration
rates are highest, followed by dissipation of these concentration gradients as ultra-
filtration diminishes due to increased Ar. For the parameter values used to obtain
Figs. 2-4, 0 over most of the capillary length is between 0.04 and 0.06 for the tube
model, between 0.02 and 0.04 for the bolus model with 13o = 0.5, and between 0.01
and 0.03 for the bolus model with ,B = 1.0. Thus, the circulatory flow created by
the red cells in the bolus model is sufficient in this case to reduce the extent of polar-
ization to roughly one-half of that computed for the tube model. Even with the
tube model, however, the wall concentration exceeds the radial average concentra-
tion by a maximum of only 6-7%.
Concentration polarization leads to higher osmotic pressures than would other-
wise exist, and thus lower ultrafiltration rates. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, in which
filtration fraction, the fraction of the initial flow which has been filtered up to a
given point, is plotted for parameters corresponding to Figs. 2-4. The curve labeled
"one-dimensional model" was computed assuming no radial concentration gradi-
ents (as described elsewhere [9]), and therefore represents the maximum filtration
fraction achievable for the given input parameters. As expected from the preceding
discussion, the tube model filtration fractions are smallest. It is interesting to note
that while c, exceeded c for the tube model by an average of only about 5 % under
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FIGURE 5 Comparison of filtration fractions for one-dimensional model (9), bolus model,
and tube model. Parameters are the same as those for Figs. 2-4.
these conditions, the tube model filtration fraction at x = 25 is some 18% less
than that computed in the absence of polarization.
Effective Hydraulic Permeability
The effects of different values of ,0 in the bolus model have now been discussed in
some detail. The other parameters varied in the polarization calculations were Pe,
Pe., and b1, corresponding to variations in the dimensional quantities RID, UO,
and AP. In general, the extent of polarization increases in either model as RID
or AP are increased, while changes in UO have relatively little effect. Since the pri-
mary goal of this study was to assess how much the effective hydraulic permeability
(k) and actual membrane permeability (ki) may differ as a result of concentration
polarization, the results for all parameter combinations are best summarized in
terms of k/ki , values for which are given in Fig. 6 for the tube model and Fig. 7 for
the bolus model. If there were no polarization, k/km would equal 1.0. For the inputs
used in Figs. 2-5 (RID = 500 s/cm, AP = 35 mm Hg, and UO = 0.1 cm/s),
thought to be representative of glomerular capillaries, k/km is roughly 0.7 for tube
flow (Fig. 6) and 0.9 for bolus flow (Fig. 7). Recalling that values of 0 under these
same conditions were less than 0.07, it is apparent that even modest amounts of
polarization may significantly affect k/km .
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FIGURE 6 Normalized effective hydraulic permeability (k/kin) from tube flow model as a
function of Uo, RID, and AP for L/R = 25.
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FIuRu 7!.Normalized effective hydraulic permeability (k/km) from bolus flow model as a
function of Uo, RID, and AP for L/R = 25.
An interesting finding shown in Figs. 6 and 7 is the relative insensitivity of k
to changes in U0, k/km increasing by less than about 10% for all cases as Uo is
increased over more than a twofold range. This is in close agreement with experi-
mental results in the rat, in which k (assuming glomerular capillary surface area
to be constant) was found not to vary over an approximately twofold range of
glomerular plasma flow rates (5). Over this range of flow rates, AP was observed to
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increase (on average) from 39 to 44 mm Hg (5). As indicated in Figs. 6 and 7,
slight increases in AP together with increased flow (Uo) are predicted by either
model to leave k virtually unchanged, the effects of simultaneous increases in AP
and U0 tending to oppose one another.
It is also possible from Figs. 6 and 7 to determine the sensitivity of k/km to the
assumed value of the aspect ratio, LIR. Of central importance is that the axial coor-
dinates of both the one-dimensional and tube flow models may be transformed to
eliminate the axial velocity parameter from the respective sets of equations (23).
For example, in the tube flow case, a new axial coordinate (x) may be defined such
that x = x/Pe. This, together with letting v = vPe, eliminates Pe from Eq. 21,
demonstrating that increases in axial distance (x) are exactly equivalent to de-
creases in initial mean velocity (Uo), as long as x is unchanged. For instance, this
implies that for the tube flow model, k/km for Uo = 0.10 cm/s and LIR = 50 is
identical to that for U0 = 0.05 cm/s and LIR = 25. The insensitivity of k/km to
Uo shown in Fig. 6 therefore implies a similar insensitivity to the assumed value
for LIR, a fortunate result, since LIR is not known precisely. A more complete
discussion of this finding is given elsewhere (23). For the bolus model, the equiv-
alence of changes in U0 and x could not be demonstrated by coordinate transforma-
tions, but was tested by comparing the value of u. at L/R = 12.5 and Uo = 0.05
cm/s with that at LIR = 25.0 and Uo = 0.10 cm/s for the six parameter combina-
tions represented by curves in Fig. 7. The corresponding values of Ut, were found
to differ by an average of only 0.3 % (range: 0-0.9 %), indicating that in the bolus
model as well as the tube model, proportional increases in Uo and x leave ifitration
fraction and k/km essentially unchanged. Thus, for both polarization models, the
insensitivity of k/km to changes in Uo (Figs. 6 and 7) implies a similar insensitivity
to L/R, so that the exact values of Uo and L/R are not of great importance in es-
timating k/km .
DISCUSSION
The possible influence of hemodynamics on the exchange of substances through
capillary walls has been the subject of a number of investigations. Prothero and
Burton (14), recognizing that in many capillaries erythrocytes travel singly, sepa-
rated by segments of plasma, termed this regime "bolus flow" and attempted to
estimate the enhancement of gaseous transport due to plasma motion by analogy
with large-scale heat transfer experiments. These authors concluded that the cir-
culatory motion within the plasma segments considerably accelerates gaseous equil-
ibration, especially within peripheral capillaries. Aroesty and Gross (17, 32),
however, have shown this conclusion to be based on erroneous scaling arguments,
and have demonstrated by numerical solution of the momentum and species trans-
port equations (in the absence of transcapillary fluid exchange) that enhanced mix-
ing due to the convective motions of plasma should not appreciably augment trans-
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port of dissolved gases. Bugliarello and Hsiao (16) and Lew and Fung (15) also
concluded, using less rigorous arguments, that transport of dissolved gases in
capillaries must occur primarily by diffusion.
The reason that gas transport should be almost unaffected by plasma motion is
that the Peclet number (Pe), which measures the relative importance of convection
and diffusion, is only of order unity for species such as C02 and 02 in capillaries.
In contrast, the transport of more slowly diffusing species such as proteins, where
Pe is of order 10-100, should be considerably enhanced by convection, as pointed
out in passing by a number of authors (17, 30, 32-34). The importance of convec-
tion to protein transport, however, has previously received little detailed attention.
This may be attributed to the fact that modeling of capillary blood flow (for re-
views see 32, 35-37) has been concerned primarily with situations where there is
little or no ultrafiltration or fluid absorption, and where concentration polarization
phenomena are therefore not encountered. The renal glomerular capillaries present
an example of a capillary bed where ultrafiltration is both quantitatively large and
of physiological importance in the maintenance of extracellular fluid volume and
composition. The results of this study show that the secondary motions in plasma
induced by red cells may considerably alter the radial distribution of protein within
a glomerular capillary, and thereby affect the colloid osmotic pressure. Comparison
of bolus and tube flow models of capillary ultrafiltration (with and without ideal-
ized red cells, respectively) indicates that the ratio of effective hydraulic permeabil-
ity (k) to actual membrane hydraulic permeability (kin) may be increased from 0.7
to 0.9 under typical conditions. This increase in k/km results from the circulatory
motion of plasma between successive red cells and reflects a decrease in mean col-
loid osmotic pressure. Both models show k/km to be relatively insensitive to plasma
flow rate, although k/km may be substantially less than unity. This is in agreement
with the experimental finding that the glomerular ultrafiltration coefficient, the
product of k and capillary surface area, is unchanged by variations in glomerular
plasma flow rate (5).
It has been shown theoretically (9) that k (or quantities proportional to k) can
be estimated from experimental data only under conditions where filtration pressure
equilibrium is not observed, that is, when Air is still significantly less than AP at
the efferent end of the glomerular capillary. Accordingly, calculations in this study
were performed using parameter values for which Air was always substantially less
than AP, corresponding to such experimental situations (5, 8). Studies in both
rat and monkey, however, show that filtration pressure equilibrium is normally
achieved (2-4, 6-8). Although concentration polarization will occur under condi-
tions of filtration pressure equilibrium, except near the efferent end of the capillary
where Air AP, the overall filtration fraction is governed solely by the values of
CO and AP. Consequently, only when filtration pressure equilibrium does not exist
will concentration polarization affect the overall filtration fraction.
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The bolus model of capillary blood flow employed here represents an extreme
simplification of the interactions between red cell and plasma motion. Red cells
are flexible and assume a number of complex shapes when passing through small
capillaries (32, 37). In addition, even in the narrowest capillaries, there must be
some leakage of plasma past red cells. The characteristics of the thin lubrication
layer of plasma existing between a red cell and the capillary wall have in fact been
the subject of several theoretical studies (34, 38, 39). Allowing for curvature of the
red cell surfaces (16) or plasma leakage around the red cells (33), however, have
both been shown to have little qualitative effect on the motion throughout most of
the plasma segment between idealized cells. In this study it seemed appropriate
to examine the bolus configuration as one limiting case, where the red cells com-
pletely occlude the capillary (no leakage) and where the vortices between cells
presumably have maximum effect on protein concentrations. The tube flow model
was adopted as the other limiting case, in which red cells are neglected entirely.
It is therefore expected that the actual effects of concentration polarization on
capillary ultrafiltration are intermediate between those predicted by these two
models. With regard to this point, it should be noted that the tube flow results
cannot be achieved by letting (3o X-- o in the bolus model, since the initial condition
for the bolus model (Eq. 4) is applicable only when 3o «< L/R. That is, initial red
cell spacing must be much less than tube length. Since L/R was taken to be 25,
values of,o not larger than 2.0 were employed.
Caution is advisable in speculating about a possible relationship between capil-
lary hematocrit (different, in general, from systemic hematocrit but presumably
related to ,Bo) and k/ki , because of the gross approximations inherent in the bolus
flow approach and because capillary hematocrits are themselves not routinely
measured or well known. It may be briefly noted, however, that the results shown
in Fig. 7 do suggest an inverse relationship between k/km and capillary hematocrit,
over some hematocrit range.
A result of this study which was not anticipated is that protein concentrations at
the capillary wall do not greatly exceed the radial average values, even though
k/km may be substantially less than unity. In the worst cases considered, this dif-
ference was a maximum of about 8% for the bolus model and roughly twice that
for the tube model. The wall concentration most often exceeded the radial average
concentration by less than 5% when averaged along the capillary. For molecular
species which are only partially retained by the capillary wall, radial concentration
gradients should be less than those for the major plasma proteins (assumed here
to be retained completely). The radial concentration gradients for semipermeant
species are lessened even further if these species have higher diffusivities in water
than that assumed for plasma proteins (7 X 10-7 cm2/s), a likely possibility since
such species would be expected in general to have lower molecular weights than
serum albumin. It is therefore entirely justifiable to analyze sieving data of macro-
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molecules using one-dimensional models which neglect radial concentration gra-
dients. The present results also emphasize that the one-dimensional model of glo-
merular ultraffitration developed previously (9) remains useful, particularly since
k is found not to be strongly flow dependent.
Concentration polarization has been discussed primarily as it relates to glomeru-
lar ultrafiltration. It is worthwhile to note, however, that polarization effects are
also expected for capillaries where there is net fluid absorption, such as renal peri-
tubular capillaries. During fluid absorption, v.4 and thus the concentration gradient
at the wall (Eq. 7) are negative, so that c.L < c. As with ultrafiltration, the actual
driving force for fluid exchange during absorption is lower than if polarization were
absent, so that k/km for peritubular capillaries should again be less than unity.
Since the protein concentration in the Bowman's space fluid surrounding the glo-
merular capillary is negligible (40), concentration polarization phenomena can
occur only on the blood side of the glomerular capillary wall. Such is not the case
for the peritubular capillary, where the protein concentration in the surrounding
interstitial fluid may be 2-3 g/100 ml, some 40% of the systemic level (21). Thus,
there may be polarization on the blood side of the peritubular capillary wall in the
absorption sense (cm < c), and polarization on the interstitial side in the ultra-
filtration sense (cm.> c). The possibility of concentration polarization on the inter-
stitial side of a capillary wall, considered recently by Lee (41), complicates the in-
terpretation of effective hydraulic permeability for peritubular and extrarenal capil-
laries. This is particularly true since experimental difficulties have prevented the
pressure and composition of interstitial fluid from being characterized as well as
those of Bowman's space or renal tubule fluid (1).
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